
 

 

       Understanding the benefit of moderately increased heart rate on heart failure patients 
with preserved ejection fraction 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Heart failure (HF) is a leading cause of hospitalizations2 and is only becoming more prevalent 
around the world8.  HF—a disease already plaguing approximately 6 million people in America—
is projected to affect 8 million people by 2030 in the US alone8. HF occurs when the heart cannot, 
for a variety of reasons, pump out and/or fill up with enough blood. This condition can be 
quantified by ejection fraction, defined as the percentage of blood in the left ventricle that is 
pumped out of the heart with every heartbeat1. Approximately half of the patients suffering from 
HF have heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF). A preserved ejection fraction is 
associated with concentric cardiac remodeling2 of the left ventricle. This remodeling could be due 
to not only a change in the mechanics of the heart such as strain, but also due to hormones such as 
the angiotensin system which catalyzes cardiac growth.  
 Patients with HFpEF have not reacted positively to the current treatments for HF nor have 
many interventions improved quality of life2. A new alternative treatment, consisting of 
moderately increasing heart rate, has shown promising results in restoring normal cardiac function 
in pigs with HFpEF. Over a period of three weeks, the treatment restored normal left ventricle 
cavity volume and wall thickness2. The therapy consists of implanting a pacemaker and increasing 
the subjects’ heartrates from 93 to 125 beats per minute2. While the study ascertained the desired 
results, it is still unknown why exactly increased heartrate has this effect on patients with HFpEF.  

The goal of my research is to understand why increased heart rate reverses the 
remodeling of HFpEF and restores normal cardiac function. I hypothesized that heart rate 
induced reverse growth (reduction of left ventricle size) is caused by a combination of mechanical 
factors (e.g., strain), and hormonal factors caused by the activation of the angiotensin system.  To 
test this hypothesis, I utilized a recently published computational model of the heart and blood 
circulation. First, I replicated HFpEF-induced adverse cardiac remodeling in the model based on 
experimental porcine data2. Once I successfully replicated the HF state, I then aimed to mimic the 
novel therapy by increasing the heart rate in the model and drive reverse growth by altering 
mechanical and/or hormonal factors. Over the next few sections I will go into detail regarding what 
I accomplished this past summer. This entails an overview of the computational model and the 
methods by which I altered the model for my particular HF scenario to match the HFpEF induced 
remodeling results from the study. Additionally, I will describe the results of my work and break 
down my future plans for this project, including my next steps and anticipated results. As I was 
unable to finish my research over the summer, I have stayed in the lab to continue my work. 
 
METHODS  
A Rapid Computational Model to Predict Cardiac Growth and Remodeling 

My research could be broken down into two main goals: simulating a HFpEF state (that is 
heart growth to the specified parameters) and simulating the novel therapy by increasing heart rate 
to reverse left ventricle growth. In order to accomplish these goals, I utilized my lab’s 
computational model. UVA’s Cardiac Biomechanics Lab, the lab I have been collaborating with, 
developed a rapid computational model of the heart and circulation that can predict remodeling of 
the following cardiac scenarios:  pressure overload (e.g. via induced aortic stenosis), volume 
overload (e.g. via induced mitral valve regurgitation) and myocardial infarction. The model was 
calibrated to canine studies of pressure and volume overload9. Subsequently, the model accurately 



 

 

predicted the reported time course of the left ventricle dilation and thickening not only in 
independent canine studies of pressure and volume overload, but also following myocardial 
infarction9. Moreover, this MATLAB based model has a low computational cost, which is very 
helpful for two reasons: it allows for patient-specific modeling in a clinical setting and turns around 
results fast enough to easily test a number of hypotheses in a short time period.  

The computational model (fig. 1) conforms 
the left and right ventricles (LV/RV) into thin-walled 
spheres which are connected through a series of 
capacitors and resistors to represent a closed loop 
circuit model of the hemodynamic circulation9.  
 
Simulating Renal Artery Stenosis (RAS) Induced 
HF 
 In the porcine study by Klein et al., HFpEF was 
induced by renal artery stenosis (RAS), where the 
renal artery is constricted. RAS increases arterial 
resistance via increased angiotensin II signaling, 
which results in an increase of mean arterial pressure 
(MAP)7. MAP was not documented in the Klein 
study, so I conducted a literature such to find porcine 
RAS studies in which MAP was documented. I 
ultimately found similar studies3,4, where RAS-
induced HF was tested on pigs and I took an average 
of the results to use as my MAP value to match. To 
simulate RAS in my model, I adjusted the model’s 
circulation parameters (blood volume, BV, and 
systemic vascular resistance, SVR) to match MAP. 

 
Matching HFpEF-induced Remodeling  
To test my hypothesis that RAS/HFpEF induced remodeling is caused by a certain combination of 
mechanical and hormonal factors, I added a hormonal component to compensate for the activation 
of the angiotensin II system. I realized when I increased the SVR and BV my MAP results were 
as desired, but my end-diastolic (ED) wall thickness values did not represent the results of the 
study. I was not seeing enough growth. Therefore, I added a hormonal growth component into the 
code to increase growth by a constant multiplier at each timepoint such that my ED wall thickness 
results would match that of the study by the end of the growth period. 
 
RESULTS   

I successfully adjusted the model’s circulation parameters to match reported MAP (fig. 3). 
Subsequently, I successfully reproduced remodeling during HFpEF using a combination of 
mechanical and hormonal factors to enable growth (fig. 2). The graphs below (fig. 2, fig. 3) 
represent the ED wall thickness and MAP changes over the growth period for both my results and 
that of the study. 
 
FUTURE WORK 

The goal of my research is to understand why increased heart rate reverses the remodeling 
of HFpEF and restores normal cardiac function. To continue that pursuit, I must also successfully 

Fig. 1. Compartmentel model: Suga et al., 
IEEE Trans Biomed Eng 1971, Santamore et 
al., Am J Physiol, 1991;  
 

  



 

 

model reverse growth (reduction in left ventricle size) via increased heart rate. My next step in this 
process would be to test if the reserve growth can be achieved by mechanical factors alone. If not, 
then I will incorporate a constant hormonal growth factor, as I did when modeling the forward 
growth, so my results match the experimental data. Once this is accomplished, I can test my 
findings in a fully coupled mechanical-hormonal model to confirm my results. Finally, I will 
increase the heart rate to investigate how it restores cardiac function. I anticipate the increase 
heartrate not only activated reverse mechanical growth but also inhibits the angiotensin system.  
 
 
My findings are in 
blue and the 
experimental data3,4 
is in black. 
 
Left: Fig. 2 
Right: Fig. 3 
 
 
CONCLUSION 

This past summer my goal was to replicate RAS induced HF using a computational model, 
which I accomplished. Interestingly, I only saw promising results after altering the computational 
model to account for hormonal as well as mechanical growth. I will continue my work and adapt 
the model to simulate reserve growth, which helps us understand why moderately increased heart 
rate reverses remodeling during HFpEF. Understanding this phenomenon can lead to new 
treatments, including innovating the existent pacemaker therapy, and improve the HFpEF patient 
survival rate and quality of life. 
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